3v3 Teen Basketball league

Rules:

- Home team will shoot for ball at the start of each game
- Each game will be to **21 points or 20 minutes long**. The team must win by only one point.
- **Scoring:** Regular two-point baskets will be counted as 1 point, while three-point shots taken from outside the three-point line will count as 2 points.
- After a basket is made, the team scored upon will pass the ball in play from underneath the given basket.
- **Substitutions** may be made after a basket is made or an out-of-bounds play. **All players in attendance must play in each game.** The player not in the game will sub in for a player of their choosing. The next substitution may not be for the previous player to enter the game.
- If the game ends in a tie after regulation time there will be a one-minute overtime period. Possession will be determined by the home team shooting for ball.
- Ties at the end of any overtime period will result in successive one-minute periods until the tie has been broken, with possession alternating each overtime period.

- Fouls will be called by the referee.
- **Fouls include:** Offensive three-second in the key, Reaching-in, Shooting foul, Illegal screens, blocks and charges, technical fouls, and flagrant foul.
- If a **defensive foul** is called the offense must pass the ball into play behind the three-point line after completing a “check-mate” with the defense.
- In the case of an **offensive foul**, the opposing team must pass the ball in from the nearest out of bounds line
- In the case of a **technical foul** (unsportsmanlike play or actions in nature) the player will need to be subbed out for a minimum of 2 minutes.
- In the event of a **flagrant foul** (unnecessary and/or excessive contact occurs.) the player receiving the foul will need to automatically be subbed out for a minimum of 2 minutes. **If the player receives another Flagrant foul in the same game or with the same player, the player receiving the foul will be asked to sit out the remainder of the games for the day.**